
Hot tub

Introduction: 

The Hot tub accommodates up to 4 people. 

There are no chemicals added and the water 

is changed for each guest stay or after 7 days 

if the guests are staying longer. The water is 

sourced from the aquifer which runs under our 

property

We only use wood from our property to heat 

the water. I

It is important to put the lid of the Hot Tub back 

after you have finished. This keeps the water at 

the same temperature for 2 – 3 days.

Heating the water:

Peter or Rebecca will do this. For reasons to do 

with safety and potential fire hazards as well as 

the possibility of guests burning themselves on 

the hot metal firebox, we ask that you do not 

add fuel yourself or try to adjust the fire box.

Besides the fact that we want our guests to 

stay safe - we have a lot of treasured and rare 

trees around our property and we really want to 

avoid a fire at all costs. 

Recommended temperature

The water is heated to 39 degrees. 

A hose with cold water is connected to a tap 

beside the Retreat approximately five metres 

from the Hot Tub. Use this to cool the water if it 

is too hot for you.

Towels

The towels provided for the Hot Tub are 

provided on hooks beside the Hot Tub.  

Please do not use the towels from the  

Retreat Bathroom

Drinks and Glassware

Take care if you are drinking wine or other 

beverages in glassware. We have provided a 

stool with a non -slip top as a safe place to sit 

your drinks and minimize the chances of the 

glassware being knocked over and smashed.

Accidents happen- If there is broken glass to 

deal with then the most important thing is that 

you do not get injured. 

Please exit the Hot Tub and the surrounding 

deck carefully. Please txt us on  

Mobile : 0213 93 970 and we will clean up the  

glass for you.


